
APG
Aircraft Passenger Guidance

"A robust and safe passenger guidance solution for airlines that reduces

passenger on-plane waiting times. With single-direction fast and easy

deployment, the APG saves airport and airline operators both time and money."

Lawrence has used expertise gained as the world leader in queue management

solutions to develop the APG system.This new trolley and caddy system satisfies

the requirement for a portable, robust solution to ensure passengers don't stray

or encroach into dangerous or hazardous under-wing areas. Because the APG is

deployed in a single direction it is the ideal time saving solution for airports,

crowd handlers and airlines that need to guarantee passenger safety during

boarding and departing of aircraft.

APG features the patented Tensabarrier® retractable belt cassette to allow fast

and easy deployment, as well as condensed storage. When required, the APG

unit is positioned and then extended in one direction to form a high visiibility

guidance barrier. Once the APG has been used it can be quickly and safely

removed for storage.

Currently in use in aiports in Europe and the USA.

Features & Benefits

> Creates a physical barrier to restrict passenger access

> Cuts passenger on-plane waiting time

> Robust steel frame

> High-visibility frame with diagonal striped safety belts

> Wheels and hand-grips are chemical resistant, hardwearing rubber

> Extends up to 105 feet or 32 metres (using four caddys)

> Cost effective way to manage passenger movements

> Easy to manoeuvre and deploy, use and store

> Tensabarrier® retractable belt cassettes

> Single or dual belt options

> Locking wheels for stability

Applications

> Specifically designed for the airline industry

Standard (APG) Unit Comprises
Trolley + Two caddy's

max 52 feet or 16 meters

Optional caddy add-ons

1 additional caddy to 78 feet or 24 metres

2 additional caddy's to 105 feet or 32 metres

Technical Specifications

Footprint 40.55” x 30.31”

1030 x 770 mm

Heigh 3’ 5”

1070 mm

Weight indidual post 26.45 lbs.

12 kg

Trolley with 4 posts 150 lbs.

68 kg

For more information call

Email: sales@barrierwarehouse.com
Barrier Warehouse LLC, Inc.

Call: 800-500-9980 • Fax: 312-300-4808
Order Online: www.barrierwarehouse.com

To order, go to:
http://www.barrierwarehouse.com/Tensator-APG-1-Airport-Barricade-105-Ft-p/apg-1.htm




